Environmental
What We’ve Written Lately

Chubb Environmental has a broad appetite for risk, insuring everything from a single
office building in the United States to a large multinational conglomerate with complex
exposures and areas of operation. Below is a small sampling of what we’ve written
lately. Please keep Chubb Environmental in mind for your pollution liability needs.
1. Tank liability policies for all exposures mentioned below
2.	Multinational chemical mixing and blending company with independent
tolling operations operating in 50 US locations and in 15 separate countries,
$50m limit, $500k SIR
3.	Commercial grade residential portfolio with ground level retail insuring
approximately 100 locations, $10m limit, 50k SIR
4. 12 story office building, 1 location, $5m limit, $25k SIR
5. Vocational high school campus, 3 locations, $1m limit, $25k SIR
6. Small commercial real estate leasing portfolio, 3 locations, $1m limit, $25k SIR
7.	Project CPL for a general contractor during the internal renovation of a 1 story
school building, $1m limit, $25k SIR
8.	Small electronics manufacturer, 1 location, $5m limit, $250k SIR
9.	CCIP for a general contractor of a US international airport expansion,
$485m hard costs, $30m limit, $100k SIR
10.	CPL for repair, testing, processing of transformer equipment, $18m revenue,
$10m limit, $100k SIR
11. Airplane hangar operations (no fueling), 1 location, $1m limit, $10k SIR
12. Asphalt plants, 3 locations, $5m limit, $25k SIR
13. Commercial office portfolio, 5 locations, $3m limit, $25k SIR
14. Bridge construction project, $200m hard cost, $1m/$2m limit, $25k SIR
15. Street and road project at a tollway, $86m hard cost, $5m limit, $25k SIR
16. Large (150 property) warehouse portfolio, $10m limit, $100k SIR
17. HVAC contractor (large or small), $4m limit, $10k SIR
18. Excavation contractor, all revenue sizes, $10m limit, $25k SIR

19. Public entities (all sizes), $1m/$2m limit, $50k SIR
20. Street and road contractors (all revenue sizes), $5m /$10m limit, $25k SIR
21. 	Specialty metal manufacturer, blanket owned/leased/rented/occupied locations,
$20m limit, $100k SIR
22. 	Mixed use commercial real estate portfolio, 17 locations, $5m/$10m limit,
$10k/$25k split SIR
23. Small commercial real estate portfolio, 15 locations, $10m limit, $50k SIR
24. 	Pharmaceutical manufacturer, 7 locations plus blanket non-owned/non-operated
sites where the Insured stores products, $10m limit, $25k SIR
25. Large private university with worldwide locations, $10m limit, $100k SIR
26. OCIP for a large construction project, $1.7B in hard costs, $25m limit, $50k SIR
27. Private golf course, 1 location, $2m limit, $10K SIR
28. 	US multinational manufacturer, 28 plants, 152 total locations, $50m limit,
$250k SIR
29. Commercial general contractor, $900m in revenue, $20m limit, $50k SIR
30. 	Private equity acquisition of 30 manufacturing locations requiring a 3-day quote
turnaround, $5m limit, $100k SIR
For more information regarding our products and capabilities,
please visit: www2.chubb.com/us-en/business-insurance/Environmental.aspx
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